
Scratch Lesson - Olympic  Baseball

In this lesson we’ll learn how to create a simple baseball game. A ball will be thrown towards 
us and all we have to do is hit it with our baseball bat.

The coding that we’ll cover in this lesson is as follows:

 1) We’ll learn how to create movement controls for our baseball Bat.
 2) We’ll learn how to make a ball that’s thrown at us automatically.
 3) We’ll learn a bit more about visual feedback.

STEP 1:

Let’s Get Started!

STEP 2:

Step 1 of our journey is importing the template provided called - Olympic Baseball.

Now let’s get comfortable with the assets.

You’ll see that there’s already the following assets included in the template:

 •  A baseball bat.
 •  A baseball.
 • 5 borders (4 for our batting zone & 1 for our fence).
 • 1 Miss Text & 1 Nice Text.
 • 1 Backdrop.

By the way, an asset is a resource or material.

Let’s jump into at start coding! We will first start out with our code required in our 
backdrop. So firstly, click on Backdrops in the far right side of our screens and let’s complete 
the following:

We first need to 
start with this 

command, so our 
code only executes 
when we click the 

start button [green 
flag] button.

As we are recording our Hits 
& Misses, let’s first set our 

Hits variable to 0.

We will then do the same 
thing for our Misses.



Next we will sort out our borders for our Batting Zone. We have a batting zone to make it 
easier for us to plan where our user will be when the ball is thrown.

A user is a person that interacts with our game. If we’re testing our game out, then we’re 
technically the user!

STEP 3:

For zone_top, zone_left & zone_right complete the following:

Our go to “back” layer is 
wrapped in a forever 

command!

Next, let’s focus on our zone_bottom:

All of our code is wrapped in 
a “forever” command!

This tells our layers to go to the 
back, else it might display above 

our baseball bat or baseball.

Same reason as before.

This is going to tell our code that 
if the baseball passes and touches 

zone_bottom, it’ll send a 
broadcast of “miss”. 

We will use this broadcast later on 
in our text and scoring.

You’ll see that we also have a border for our “fence”, we’re not going to actually put any 
code into it, however, we will use it for telling our “Nice” text to display in the following step.



STEP 4:

Alright, let’s focus on the visual feedback, in this case the “Miss-text” & the “Nice-Text”. Both 
use the same code, all we change between them is the broadcast command.

Let’s start with the “Miss-text” first, make sure to click on it and then input the following 
code:

Firstly, let’s tell our code to 
hide our text. As we only 
want it to show when we 

receive our broadcast.

Then we’ll input our 
broadcast command and 

append the below.
So our text shows.

This will make our text show for 1.5 seconds.

Then after our time we specify, we want the text to hide 

After our hide command, we want our script 
to stop completely and wait until it receives 

the “miss” broadcast again.

With our “Nice-text” we will do the same thing, however
we’ll change our broadcast command to “fence” instead
of “miss”.

Everything else will stay the same.



Right, now that’s all sorted, let’s focus on our Baseball Bat. Make sure to click on it first 
before appending the following code:

STEP 5:

All the below code is 
wrapped in a “forever” 

command.

We’re using our mouse to 
control our bat, this will bind 

our bat to our mouse.

} This section will make our 
bat switch to our bat_right 
costume depending on the 

the placement of our mouse 
on the x-axis.

}
Our last code is controlled by 
us pressing the “space” key. 

It’ll broadcast a command of 
“click”. We’ll use this 

broadcast message for the 
ball.

This section is the same as 
before but controls our 

bat_left angle on the x-axis.

Our next code we need to append is for our batting zones.

All of our below code is wrapped in 
a “forever” command.

} We’ll first use the “if---then” code and 
pop a “touching---?” into it. We will 

set the zones and input the x & y 
coordinates according to the x & y 

integers on the left. 

This will stop our bat from being able 
to pass our zone. Thus creating a 

“batting zone”.



STEP 6:
Our last step is to setup our ball. This code will repeat itself after it receives either the “miss” 
or “shot” broadcast. We will first start with our initial code. 

Complete the code as follows:
Our first section is our initial code. The first 

time someone clicks the [green flag] button, 
this code will run.

The x & y coordinates here tell our ball to go 
to it’s starting position.

After that it’ll broadcast “start”.

Our broadcast command from the previous code.

Below code is wrapped in a “forever” command.

Append a 3 second delay, so we have time before it starts.

We use a “turn---degrees” command here and add a 
“pick-random”. We then input a “1” followed by “360” which 
is a full revolution. This just controls the degree of our balls 

texture.

We will use a “glide” command here as this is what controls 
the “throw” of our ball. Increase the glide seconds will make 

the ball slower. Decreasing will cause it to be “thrown” 
faster.

The “x” position is set to “0” (middle of the screen) and our 
“y” position is set to “-180”. This is the centre bottom of our 

screen where our baseball bat is.

Our “y” is set at -180 as we want our user to be able to miss 
the ball.

Lastly we add our “Stop---This Script” 
command as we want our ball to be primed 

for our next code!



We will use our broadcast message now of “hit” or “miss” for this section. It’s the same code 
as before, with some minor edits:

STEP 6 Continued:

Our broadcast command, set to “miss”. When a 
user misses the ball, it’ll execute this code.

The coordinates for our ball.

} Same code as before. This controls the 
balls “throw”.

Our broadcast command, set to “shot” this time. 
This controls when the user hits the ball.

Everything else stays the same!}
Remember our “fence” zone? We need to 
still set that up! This is going to control 
our “Nice” text that we created earlier 

on.

Wrapped in a forever command!

}



Our final code we require is telling the ball what to do after we hit it. After this, our game is 
completed! Input the following code:

STEP 6 Continued:

Firstly, we will set our code to run after a user taps the “space key”. After that we will wrap 
the next code in a “forever” command.

We will use a “if---then---else” command and input a “touching---baseball_bat?”. This 
means our below code will only execute if the ball is touching the baseball bat.

Next, we will tell our ball to “spin” by setting a “turn---degrees” command and inputting a 
“pick--random”. We will set the degrees to “1” and “360”.

We will then append a “glide” and set the seconds to “0.75”. We will input a “pick random 
--- to ---” for our x and y coordinate. 

We will set our x coordinate to: “-182 to 182” and our y coordinate to: “120 to 240”. This will 
randomly select a location that our ball will fly to after it’s been hit by the bat.

We will then append a “1” second delay before it broadcasts “shot” (then our Hit text will 
pop up). 

Under “else” we will append a “stop---this script”, which means this code will be ready 
again for the next time we hit the ball!

You are finished, Well done! :)
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